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Introduction

In 2012, California enacted the Human Right to Water Act (Assembly Bill (AB) 685), establishing a state policy that every human being has the right to safe, clean, affordable, and accessible water adequate for human consumption, cooking and sanitary purposes. Since the passage of AB 685, the Legislature passed and the Governor signed various laws\(^1\) aimed at making this policy a reality. There is, however, more to do. In recognition that many Californians may not be able to pay their water bills, AB 401 (Dodd, 2015) enacted the Low-Income Water Rate Assistance Act, which directed the State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board or Board) to submit recommendations for a statewide Low-Income Water Rate Assistance Program (W-LIRA).

In this draft report, the State Water Board outlines possible components for developing a successful program to help low-income households pay their water bills. Specifically, the report identifies potential program recipients, different mechanisms for delivering benefits to low-income households, and possible funding sources to implement such a W-LIRA program. The purpose of this report is to present ideas for a W-LIRA program for public and stakeholder input, and the options outlined reflect discussions with public interest groups and stakeholders. The Board will use the input gathered in response to this draft to develop a final report to the Legislature in 2019.

In addition to welcoming feedback on this AB 401 draft report, the State Water Board also encourages review of the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment’s (OEHHA) draft Framework and Tool for Evaluating California’s Progress in Achieving the Human Right to Water. Following the adoption of a Human Right to Water Resolution\(^2\) in 2016, the Board enlisted OEHHA to develop a methodology for evaluating the state’s progress in meeting the Human Right to Water policy. OEHHA’s draft framework and tool can help evaluate and track our progress towards achieving safe, clean, affordable, and accessible water for all Californians.

While AB 401 is focused on assisting low-income households in paying their water bills, the State Water Board is committed to achieving the Human Right to Water in full. Multiple strategies will be necessary. This includes securing sustainable funding for the long-term operation and maintenance of water systems, consolidation of unsustainable systems, and improving technical, managerial, and financial capacity for systems serving disadvantaged communities. While the state continues to explore options for comprehensive solutions, developing a W-LIRA program will provide a necessary safety net for the most vulnerable Californians.

---


Executive Summary
The Growing Water Affordability Challenge

Drinking water is a basic human need. Satisfying this need, however, is becoming more difficult for California’s households, as the retail cost of water has risen substantially over the last decade and is expected to rise significantly over the coming years. Figure 1 shows that, adjusting for inflation, the average Californian household was paying around 45% more per month for drinking water service in 2015 than in 2007. The burden of rapidly-rising drinking water costs falls most heavily on the 13 million Californians living in low-income households, many of whom have seen their incomes stagnate during the same period. The high and rising costs of other basic needs for California residents, including housing, food, and other utility services, means that cost increases for any single need, such as water, can lead families to make difficult and risky tradeoffs which could harm their health and welfare. Expenditures to meet basic water needs are expected to continue to rise rapidly due to the need for water systems to replace aging infrastructure, meet treatment standards, diversify supplies, and maintain a well-trained workforce.

Figure 1. Inflation-adjusted Increase in average price of water (15 CCF\(^3\)) for California Households

![Figure 1. Inflation-adjusted Increase in average price of water (15 CCF\(^3\)) for California Households](image)

Source: American Water Works Association Data, 2007-2015

Need for a Statewide Program

Only 46% of California’s population is served by a community water system (CWS)\(^4\) offering some form of a rate assistance program, and many of these programs have low levels of enrollment and limited

---

\(^3\) Centum cubic feet (CCF) is also known as a hundred cubic feet (HCF), which is 748 gallons. For a four person household, 12 CCF of use in a month equates to 75 gallons of water per person per day.

\(^4\) Community water systems serve communities with more than 25 people year-round. It is a term the Board’s Drinking Water Division uses to distinguish them from other drinking water providers, such as domestic wells, truck stops, camp grounds, etc.
financial support. As a result, less than 20% of the state’s low-income population currently receives benefits from a low-income rate assistance program. One reason for the limitation in program offerings is that publicly-owned water systems are constrained by Proposition 218 in the use of their water fees and charges. Systems that do provide low-income rate assistance benefits are able to fund them from non-fee revenues.

There are also administrative obstacles associated with providing a rate assistance program to water users at the system level. Asking approximately 3,000 individual CWS to operate their own standalone rate assistance programs for their individual customer bases is infeasible. As illustrated in Figure 2, using 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL) as the baseline eligibility criteria for W-LIRA programs would mean that for many systems more than 50% of their customers would be eligible for assistance. To operate a low-income rate assistance program, these systems would likely have to impose outsized cost burdens on higher-income households served by the systems.

**Figure 2. Large Water Systems with High Percentages of Low-Income Households That Could be Eligible for Rate Assistance**

Note: Calculated using Census data and system water boundaries. The percentages shown above represent the proportion of residential customers served by the system who have incomes under 200% of the Federal Poverty Level.

---

5 Passed in 1996, Proposition 218 requires certain local government taxes, fees and assessments to go before the voters for approval.
Because developing a comprehensive low-income rate assistance program at the system level is not practical, the Board envisions a statewide program, with benefits distributed through other existing assistance programs, such as utility bill credits, tax credits, or direct cash benefits.

The Board recommends progressive revenue sources (i.e. taxes or fees) in order not to burden some of the residents that this program seeks to serve. For example, taxes on personal and business income would provide progressive revenues, while fees on bottled water or alcohol would have a nexus to water use.

Eligibility criteria and benefit levels would influence the total program costs. AB 401 directed the Board to use 200% of the FPL as the primary eligibility criteria in its analysis; however, the Board seeks input on alternate eligibility criteria that can feasibly be implemented across the state (some of which are discussed in Appendix F). Benefit levels could be tied to the cost of water, other assistance programs, or certain affordability criteria. The Board developed the working proposal below to elicit input and inform a robust discussion. The program scenario would offer a three-tiered benefit to all eligible residential households (those with income under 200% of the FPL) in the state. The program would provide a benefit equivalent to the tiers below. The monetary value of the discounts provided in each tier would be based on a consumption level of 12 CCF each month for each of the 3,000 community water systems, rather than each household’s actual amount consumed (and actual bills), as explained below in Chapter 2.

**Text Box 1: Potential Program Benefit Levels**

| Tier 1 | 20% discount to all households that have incomes below 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL) in water systems where monthly water expenditures (at 12 CCF) are below $90, |
| Tier 2 | 35% discount to all households that have incomes below 200% of the FPL in water systems where monthly water expenditures (at 12 CCF) are between $90 and $120, and |
| Tier 3 | 50% discount to all households that have incomes below 200% of the FPL in water systems where monthly water costs (at 12 CCF) are above $120. |

Because the average monthly water bill is around $60 per month, most low-income households would be in Tier 1.

The proposed benefit levels would provide substantial assistance to all low-income households, but also a larger benefit to those in the CWS that have the greatest drinking water expenditure burden. Moreover, both the program eligibility criteria and first two benefit tiers correspond to the California Alternative Rates for Energy (CARE) program design where 4.3 million low-income households receive a 30-35% discount on their electric bill and a 20% discount on their natural gas bill. However, CARE benefits relate to customers’ actual bill amounts rather the system-wide rates for a set level of consumption, as in this report’s working proposal.

This scenario is projected to cost about $606 million in the first year for benefit distribution and program administration. Costs would adjust over time based on changes in the number of eligible households and

---

6 The Federal Poverty Level is based on household size; so larger households would qualify with higher incomes than smaller households.

7 See Chapter 2: Program Design Scenarios: Eligibility, Benefit Level, and Total Program Cost.
water rates. The total annual cost includes ongoing program management costs, such as potential expanded household enrollment verification procedures, marketing and outreach, and benefit distribution system modifications, as discussed further in Chapter 4 and the Appendices. Modifications to this scenario would result in different cost projections. For example, shrinking eligibility to households earning up to 150% of the FPL would reduce program costs, while expanding eligibility to households earning up to 250% of the FPL would raise program costs. The same logic applies to the program benefit levels, including the amount of water use upon which calculations are based. In addition, initial program costs would decrease if the program were phased-in overtime, such as if benefits were initially only extended to low-income households in areas with higher water bills.

Although there are many options for improving water affordability, the need to address this growing crisis is clear. The Board looks forward to receiving feedback on this report and to working with stakeholders, the Administration, and the Legislature to develop and implement policy solutions.

Safe Drinking Water Must Be a Priority

The development of a W-LIRA program and other discussions on water affordability should not delay the urgent need to address the problem of unsafe drinking water. This is an urgent public health crisis and solutions are already well developed. Hundreds of thousands of Californians lack access to safe drinking water. A significant challenge is the lack of a sustainable funding for long-term operations and maintenance for drinking water systems. Over the past two years, the Legislature has proposed a modest surcharge of $1 per month on certain California households to address the systematic challenges that prevent the delivery of safe drinking water to Californians. Low-income residents would be exempt from paying such a charge, and community water systems would be allowed to retain a portion of the funding for their expenses of collecting and transmitting the monies to the state.

---

8 SB 623, SB 844 and SB 845.
Chapter 1: Why help households pay for drinking water service? The need for Low-Income Rate Assistance in California

AB 401 mandates that the State Water Board, in collaboration with the Department of Tax and Fee Administration (formally known as the State Board of Equalization) and relevant stakeholders, develop a plan for the funding and implementation of a W-LIRA, which would include specified elements (see Appendix A for the full text of AB 401). This draft report (including its appendices) reflects the analysis from the planning process envisioned by AB 401, while allowing for additional public and stakeholder feedback.

Why help households pay for drinking water service?

Rising income inequality coupled with California’s high cost of living means that meeting basic needs, including housing, food, clothing, transportation, healthcare, and utilities is increasingly a struggle for many households. Currently, 34% of Californians, roughly 13 million people, live in households with income under 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL), which in 2018 is $50,200 for a family of four. When families are unable to pay their bills, they face difficult and highly consequential trade-offs, like skipping meals and going hungry, risking eviction, or facing potential disconnection for electric, gas, or water services.

An analysis of U.S. Census data reveals that the real median household income in California in 2017 was lower than it was in 2007. Across the nation more broadly, there has been a stagnation in real incomes for low- to moderate-income earners, and a lack of households moving out of poverty conditions spanning the last 30 years. At the same time, the largest necessary cost of living – housing costs – have shown rapidly increasing divergence from household income since 2000. Low-income households need more support to make ends meet. Providing all low-income households with financial assistance to help pay their water bills is a small, but important way the state can support provision of basic necessities for all Californians.

Table 1 shows the results of the stagnation in household incomes for the lower end of the income distribution in California. Recent data shows that nearly 15% of California households have an income below the FPL and more than one-third of California households have an income below 200% of the FPL.

---

9 Alternatively, the percentages of households under 100% or 200% of the FPL are slightly higher in 2015 than 2005.
12 The percentage of households below the 100% and 200% FPL closely corresponds to the national averages, which are 16% and 35%. For reference, 200% of FPL for a 4-person household in 2015 was $48,600. This income level roughly corresponds to the Board’s 2015 median household income cutoff for defining “disadvantaged communities” (DAC) of $49,454. The DAC threshold in turn is set at 80% of the state’s median household income (which is $61,818) and the metric is widely used to determine eligibility
Table 1. Financially Disadvantaged California Households

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>% Percent of State Households</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Below 100% of Federal Poverty Level</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 150% of Federal Poverty Level</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 200% of Federal Poverty Level</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2010-2014 American Community Survey Data

Figure 3 illustrates the combined effects of stagnating incomes for low- and median-income households and rising retail drinking water costs.

**Figure 3.** Changes in water rates relative to median household income and the proportion of low-income households since 2007 (adjusted for inflation)

There are at least four additional rationales to support the development of a W-LIRA program in California:

for other drinking water system financial assistance programs in California. The 200% FPL threshold is particularly relevant for the purpose of considering the need for a W-LIRA program because these income levels are most commonly used as eligibility criteria for existing low-income rate assistance programs. AB 401 also specifically mentions the 200% FPL threshold.
1. The devastating health and livelihood impacts people experience where water is unaffordable,
2. The rapidly-rising retail cost of drinking water,
3. The general absence of robust low-income rate assistance program or affordability programs, when they are available for many other basic household needs, and
4. The inability of many individual water systems to support a rate assistance program on their own.

Each of these motivations for a W-LIRA program is explained in turn below.

#1- Health and livelihood impacts

If water is unaffordable, low-income households will likely either consume less water than is healthy and/or consume less of other vital goods and services to pay for the water they need. In other words, low-income households face tradeoffs that harm their health and welfare. One example of this is in the City of Detroit, where 156,000 households struggled with increased water rates alongside necessary electricity costs for heating during a frigid winter. Households prioritized the immediate need of electricity over water, and the city experienced a high rate of water shutoffs due to non-payment.

Unaffordable water service, especially in light of low-income households’ extremely-constrained incomes, can lead to service disconnections. A major public health concern from water shutoffs is water-related illnesses. A recent study by the Henry Ford Hospital examined the public health implications of water shutoffs in the City of Detroit. By analyzing water-borne illnesses and comparing them to home addresses of water shutoffs, researchers found that patients diagnosed with skin and soft tissue diseases were 1.48 times more likely to live on a block that experienced water shutoffs. Following the release of the study in July 2017, a panel of experts, including physicians, called for the declaration of a public health emergency in the city because of the correlation between water shutoffs and water-related illnesses. For similar reasons, the City of Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority recently placed a moratorium on drinking water service shutoffs in the winter season. Moreover, the recent Hepatitis A outbreak across parts of California among at-risk populations without permanent shelter has been partially attributed to a lack of access to adequate water and sanitation facilities. At a broader scale, shutoffs and lack of affordable access to water can result in an economic burden to the state, as low-income families facing these challenges incur outsized healthcare costs, some of which are subsidized by the state.

18 For instance, see California Department of Public Health (2018). “Hepatitis A Outbreak in California”. Available at: https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/Hepatitis-A-Outbreak.aspx.
Households that cannot pay their water bill in turn face negative impacts to their credit, risk of loss of property, and/or eviction. An example of this is in the City of Baltimore where the water system often sells unpaid water bills as property liens in tax sales. Households that cannot pay back the bill in addition to charges and interest to the buyer of the lien lose the home to foreclosure. From 2014 to 2015, the number of homes sold at tax sales in Baltimore with water-only liens rose from 671 to 902.\textsuperscript{19} While the Board does not yet have a complete dataset for statewide water shutoffs, shutoff concerns were raised at the public meetings Board staff held around the state, and in the comment letters the Board received.\textsuperscript{20}

\#2- The rapidly-rising retail cost of drinking water

Understanding drinking water affordability for households requires consideration of the necessary expenditure for water paid by a household, the income of the household, as well as the costs of other vital goods and services such as housing, utilities, food, transportation, and healthcare.\textsuperscript{21} Water affordability becomes a more pressing issue for households as water service rates rise.

The Board began maintaining water rate data for California’s drinking systems in 2014. Using this data for estimation purposes, the average California household in 2015 paid around $60 per month for 12 CCF of drinking water service. Longer-standing sources of rate data indicate that the retail price of water has risen dramatically above the pace of inflation in California (and the U.S. more broadly) over the last decade.\textsuperscript{22} Moreover, financial analysts project the retail price of water to rise significantly in California over the coming years.\textsuperscript{23}

As summarized in Figure 4, rising rates for water service are attributable to a number of factors, two of which are relatively unique to water within basic service sectors.\textsuperscript{24} First, water has been historically underpriced compared to the true cost of service,\textsuperscript{25} which has led to many water systems in California now having aging infrastructure that must be replaced. In addition, more stringent water quality standards...

\textsuperscript{19} Jacobson, Joan (2016). Keeping the Water On: Strategies for addressing high increases in water and sewer rates for Baltimore’s most vulnerable customers. The Abell Foundation.
\textsuperscript{20} See https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/conservation_portal/assistance/ for links to AB 401 comment letters.
\textsuperscript{21} For instance, see Teodoro, M. P. (2018). Measuring Household Affordability for Water and Sewer Utilities. Journal-American Water Works Association, 110(1), 13-24. While designing a statewide affordability program with an eligibility or benefit criteria which takes account of the cost of other vital goods and services for low-income households may be ideal, it was deemed infeasible for two reasons. First, it is not possible to obtain accurate and representative data on variation in other essential costs outside of large metropolitan areas, as shown in a close reading of Teodoro, 2018. Second, and perhaps more importantly, it is unreasonable to expect a potential statewide drinking water affordability program to compensate for the high local cost of other essential services given that this potential program has no federal or state general fund assistance and is being considered after the establishment of other much longer-standing benefit programs.
require additional costs for treatment and operator training. Second, the percentage of federal support in the total public spending on infrastructure for water utilities has fallen from over 30% in the 1970s to less than 5% in 2015. In other words, state agencies and especially local water systems need to finance their own operations to a much greater extent than in the past.

**Figure 4. Drivers of Rising Water Rates in California**

Among these cost drivers, climate change adaptation will play a significant role in the future of water affordability as both populations and suppliers shift behaviors and practices in response to climatic impacts. At the household level, the effects of higher temperatures will be felt across the state, with increases of 5°F and 10°F predicted by the 2030s and late 2090s, respectively. Numerous studies show these increased temperatures will result in greater residential water demand; the most specific urban case study shows an annual per capita increase of 1.6 gallons per 1°F increase, for temperatures above 78°F.

Alongside this increase in demand, there will also be an increase in the difficulty of maintaining safe and consistent water supplies due to physical and hydrologic shifts, including drought, occurring throughout the state. One widely-recognized challenge is sea level rise, which is expected to increase and inundate...
groundwater with salts, decreasing groundwater availability for drinking water supplies. Additionally, the increased prevalence of wildfire burns across California described by Westerling et al. (2011) and Westerling & Bryant (2007) is diminishing watershed health and will likely lead to increases in the costs of drinking water supplies. Lastly, and most importantly for California, the Sierra Nevada snowpack, which currently supplies the state with over 60% of its water supply for urban and agricultural uses, is shrinking and will continue to do so, forcing water providers to seek alternatives.

In addition to past and expected future water rate increases for all customers, the water sector is different than other basic services in its variability in retail rates across different retail systems. Retail rate divergence by neighboring systems is not unique to California but is certainly very common within the state. Again, the average California household paid around $60 per month for 12 CCF of drinking water service in 2015, but there was tremendous variation in the price paid by households. Many systems (973) charge rates higher than the state average, with some charging one and a half (175), two (28), or three times (4) the average price for the same amount of water. The state’s geography, population distribution, and hydrology mean that source water quality and quantity vary tremendously, and some systems face high costs to obtain and treat water.

Prominent examples of very high drinking water costs include those experienced by residents of Cantua Creek in Fresno County and Lucerne in Lake County. Residents in Cantua Creek pay roughly $174 a month. Residents in the Lucerne pay roughly $350 in monthly water bills due to system upgrades. Moreover, in the City of Fontana, residents will experience a 30.7% increase in water rates over the next three years. Larger cities are not exempt from this trend; the City of San Francisco rates have risen 127% over seven years. As more fully discussed in the report, differences in the geographic location, source water quality, regulatory oversight, and socioeconomic profile of systems drive variation in rates across water systems in California.

#3- Comparable programs exist in other sectors

Another justification for the creation of a W-LIRA in California is that statewide programs already operate to subsidize other essential services at the household level. As discussed in more detail in Appendix C, robust, relatively-longstanding mandated programs at the federal and state levels subsidize the

31 Hoover, et al., 2017
affordability of basic energy and telephone services for low-income households who apply and are eligible.\textsuperscript{38}

By contrast, no state or federal programs provide affordability assistance directly to households for drinking water services. Similarly, the relative role of federal financial support for water utilities nationwide has fallen since the mid-1970s, as compared to local and state government financial support for water utilities. Figure 6 shows that the federal government supported over 30\% of total spending on water utility infrastructure through the 1970s, but less than 5\% by 2014.\textsuperscript{39}

\textbf{Figure 6. The Percent of Total Public Infrastructure Spending on Water Utilities by the Federal Government (1974-2014)}

Similarly, nationwide, programs addressing water affordability have traditionally been left up to individual CWS. This holds true in California except for large investor-owned utility systems, which are regulated by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) to provide LIRA programs.

The State Water Board estimates that approximately 46\% of the entire Californian population is served by a water system offering some type of rate assistance. Unfortunately, however, the presence of a rate

\textsuperscript{39} See the Congressional Budget Office’s March 2015 report \textit{Public Spending on Transportation and Water Infrastructure, 1956 to 2014}, which contains detailed data of public spending on transportation and water infrastructure at local, state, and federal levels.
assistance program does not mean that the program adequately addresses the affordability need experienced by the system’s population. The biggest obstacle faced by existing programs is their limited extent and inability to support those households that are most in need, because many low-income households do not pay a water bill directly, and because the existing programs have low enrollment levels and provide insufficient support. In addition, except for the investor-owned water systems, these existing rate assistance programs are funded by non-rate revenues to comply with Proposition 218, and therefore their funding is insufficient to provide benefits to all eligible households in their jurisdiction. Table 2 shows annual rate assistance programs expenditure data for drinking water systems serving 31% of the state’s population in 2015. These systems all offered rate assistance programs and were most likely to have high enrollment rates as compared to other water systems.

Table 2. W-LIRA Program Expenditure for Sample Water Systems in California (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Systems</th>
<th>Percent of State’s Population Served by System</th>
<th>Amount spent on low-income rate assistance in 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP)</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>$26 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPUC Private Water Systems</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>$27 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Other Large Urban Public Water Suppliers</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>$4.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>$57.2 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: LADWP and CPUC financial reports, and a survey of municipal systems conducted directly by the Board

#4: The limitations of standalone system rate assistance programs

The final justification for a W-LIRA program is the fact that many individual water systems in California economically cannot support a rate assistance program on their own. Although there are about 3,000 CWS operating in California, over 80% of the population is served by the 400 largest systems. While the most intuitive solution would seem to be to allow or enable the 3,000 individual CWS to operate their own standalone rate assistance programs for their customer base, the Board’s research shows that individual CWS would bear vastly different cost burdens to provide assistance to eligible customers. Ultimately, this means that customers ineligible for assistance in one system (i.e., higher-income customers) might pay much more to support affordability for eligible customers in their system than ineligible customers would in another system. Although most of the systems with the highest eligibility burdens are classified as small or very small, more than 22% of systems throughout the state would have eligibility burdens of more than 50% of their residential customers.

On the other hand, large, more sophisticated systems also see high eligibility rates. Figure 2 illustrates that even among some systems which serve 3,000 or more customers, imposing a requirement to run a standalone rate assistance program would likely cause outsized affordability burdens as well. To operate a W-LIRA program in these systems, outsized cost burdens would need to be passed on to ineligible households within each CWS. Even if a CWS were willing to raise revenue for a rate assistance program in this way, it could face legal challenges from ratepayers arguing that the system’s use of water rate revenues for rate assistance program benefits may be subject to Proposition 218. The likely result of encouraging or mandating affordability assistance in systems with high eligibility burdens would be that a sizeable number of CWS would simply not be able to operate a sustainable rate assistance program that would meet the goals envisioned by the Human Right to Water and the Low-Income Water Rate
Assistance Act. Given the challenges facing the many water systems with high eligibility burdens, a W-LIRA appears more feasible to address the statewide mandate of the Human Right to Water.
Chapter 2: Program Design Scenarios: Eligibility, Benefit Level, and Total Program Cost

This chapter proposes a W-LIRA program scenario, with a focus on three key elements in the program design. Eligibility is defined as the number of program-qualifying households based on socioeconomic criteria. Benefit is the type and dollar amount of annual financial assistance received by an eligible household. Estimated annual program cost is equal to the number of eligible households multiplied by the household benefit per household and adjusted for expected enrollment (which decreases total costs) and administrative costs (which increases total costs). Table 4 shows a basic example program scenario cost calculation incorporating each of these three program design elements.

Table 4. Example W-LIRA Program Scenario Calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Estimated Number of Eligible Households</th>
<th>1,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefit</td>
<td>Theoretical Benefit per Household</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Total Benefits to be Distributed</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Accounting for Expected Enrollment Level*</td>
<td>$84,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Estimated Annual Program Operating Cost**</td>
<td>$92,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This enrollment value mirrors the California Alternative Rates for Energy (CARE) program’s enrollment level 84%, as explained in Chapter 4.

** Assuming 10% administrative costs to operate the program, as explained in Chapter 4.

Appendix E discusses the advantages and disadvantages of several alternative program designs with different eligibility and benefit criteria (and thus total costs) to the proposed scenario which were fully considered in the process of plan development and stakeholder engagement. Using the data and methods described in Appendix B, more than 70 program scenarios were evaluated and empirically estimated over the past three years.

The proposed program scenario would offer three-tiered benefit levels to all eligible residential households in the state, as described in Assembly Bill (AB) 401. In the context of a statewide water assistance program, there is no administratively feasible way to provide an individual percentage discount on each household level consumption unless there are verified data on household consumption reported to the program administrator of the assistance program. Therefore, this scenario would provide a benefit based on the cost of consuming 12 CCF as described below:

Tier 1: 20% discount to all households that have incomes below 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL) in water systems where monthly water expenditures (at 12 CCF) are below $90,

Tier 2: 35% discount to all households that have incomes below 200% of the FPL in water systems where monthly water expenditures (at 12 CCF) are between $90 and $120, and

---

40 This is how the four large energy investor-owned utilities operate the California Alternative Rates for Energy (CARE) program.

41 While this could be achieved via a data transfer process for some systems, the per household consumption-based bill discounts would prove administratively costly to implement across all water systems which either do not meter consumption, have different billing periods, or do not have fully digitized administrative operations (see Chapter 4 for more discussion of this challenge).
Tier 3: 50% discount to all households that have incomes below 200% of the FPL in water systems where monthly water costs (at 12 CCF) are above $120.

The estimated total annual cost of such a program, and thus the annual revenue target for program operation, in its first year is $606.4 million. Changes to the proportion of the state’s households eligible for the program (those with incomes under 200% of the FPL) could raise or lower the cost of the program. Moreover, the annual cost of the program would rise if residential water rates at the 12 CCF consumption level continue to increase.

**Proposed Program Scenario Factors**

**Eligibility:** Baseline eligibility as 200% of the FPL

Most assistance scenarios used in the Board’s analysis have a common eligibility criteria of household income equal to or below 200% of the FPL. There are several reasons for the establishment of this common eligibility criteria. Firstly, 200% of the FPL is explicitly defined as the “low-income” criterion in the AB 401 legislation text. Secondly, this eligibility criterion is inclusive: more than one-third of the state’s households have incomes at or below 200% of the FPL. Thirdly, 200% of the FPL is a commonly-used criterion by other Low-Income Assistance Programs (LIRA) and social benefit programs (most notably CARE) in California. Use of 200% of the FPL has a clear precedent and allows for potential administrative cost efficiencies between eligibility for other programs and the new W-LIRA program.

**Benefit Type:** Percentage of total bill benefit

Water systems across the state charge vastly different total dollar amounts for the same volume of water consumed (i.e. 12 CCF), even within the same customer class (residential customers using the same sized pipe). Since all water systems—except those regulated by the CPUC—have discretion over rate design and levels consistent with cost of service requirements, there is wide variability in rate structure design, as further discussed in Chapter 1. (Chapter 1 also explains why some systems face much higher source water costs than others). Consequently, the Board faced the challenge of developing proposals for providing eligible households with equitable benefits based on a certain component of the bill.

Given the complexity in rate structures, a benefit assigned as a percentage of a residential bill at a specified consumption level (including all fixed and variable costs but excluding other non-water service related to charges and fees) is likely to be more equitable than a flat benefit discount, or a discount to a certain component of the bill. To illustrate this point, an example of the affordability support experienced by households served by different community water systems with different rate levels and structures (but the same consumption level, 12 CCF) is shown in Table 6 below.

**Three Tier Structure**

The tiered benefit structure was developed from the average statewide water expenditure of about $60 a month for 12 CCF. Low-income households that pay more than 150% (Tier 2) and 200% (Tier 3) of the state average water bill would be eligible for a higher percentage of bill discounts structured through the Proposed Program Scenario. The tiered percentages of bill discounts were chosen with reference to those offered by CARE at 20% (Tier 1) and 35% (Tier 2), with the highest tier of 50% (Tier 3) increasing incrementally by another 15%.

The Proposed Program Scenario has the collective advantage of providing not only substantial affordability assistance to all low-income households, but also a larger benefit to those who face the
greatest drinking water cost burdens. The biggest disadvantage of this program scenario is that it would require verification of rate data at the system level, and, for newly enrolling households, verification of income data, raising the cost of program administration. The Board would need to verify the cost of 12 CCF for residential customers (for Tier 2 and 3 purposes), and households not already enrolled in the CARE program would need to document their eligibility status (income).

The 20% discount is equivalent to the CARE discount for natural gas service, as well as the high end of discounts currently offered by existing low-income rate assistance programs in California. A discount of 35%, also offered to CARE customers for electricity service, helps households that face water bills exceeding the state average by more than 150% to 200% of the bill average. Finally, the 50% discount tier accounts for the small number of water systems charging more than 200% of the state average for 12 CCF water bills and has a precedent in California Water Service where 50% is the benefit level for households served in very high cost areas. Following annual updates to the Board’s record of drinking water costs, information used to determine eligibility and benefit would be adjusted.

**Consumption: 12 CCF of water monthly**

This program scenario has the advantage of providing not only substantial affordability assistance to all low-income households, but also a larger benefit to those who have the greatest drinking water cost burden. Moreover, both the eligibility criteria and the first two benefit tiers correspond to the criteria laid out by the statewide CARE program for electricity and natural gas affordability. The 12 CCF consumption level accounts for indoor use for large households or a modest amount of outdoor use. As shown in Table 5, the benefit also allows the average California household to afford above 55 gallons/person/day, the current standard for indoor set by AB 1668 (2018) and provides for some outdoor use for a family of four.

**Table 5. Daily Water Use Available to a Family of Four at 12 CCF Monthly**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daily Water Use Category</th>
<th>Amount Allocated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indoor Use</td>
<td>220 gallons (55 gallons x 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor Use</td>
<td>75 gallons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Use</td>
<td>295 gallons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12 CCF = 8977 gallons. 8977 gallons = 295 gallons × 30.42 (365/12) days in average month.

For the statewide W-LIRA program, a benefit associated with a percentage of a fixed volume like 12 CCF, would be provided regardless of whether an individual household is consuming more or less than this level. A shortcoming of this approach occurs when necessary household level consumption exceeds 12 CCF, as no additional assistance would be provided compared to what the same household would receive if its necessary consumption was lower than 12 CCF. However, as described above, the 12 CCF consumption level addresses situations where more than four people reside in a household and where households can use modest amounts of water for outdoor irrigation. An additional benefit of using a fixed consumption level is that the W-LIRA program is less exposed to risk of manipulation and does not subsidize or incentivize over-use. In addition, since most low-income households do not pay a water bill

---

42 While additional or alternative eligibility criteria or benefit tiers might allow for more refined targeting, going beyond the complexity of the primary scenario would be extraordinarily difficult for a statewide program.


44 On the other hand, using a benefit calculation which is untied to consumption but is set based on the
directly, there is no way to determine their water use, and providing them with benefits requires a uniform approach such as using a fixed consumption level (e.g. 12 CCF) for calculating a benefit level.

To illustrate how a benefit based on a fixed consumption level would work, an example comparing two eligible low-income households is shown below in Table 6. The two households are served by the same community water system but have different consumption levels. The monthly water bill for 12 CCF in this system is $60, and thus the benefit distributed to each household will be $12 (20% of $60). Therefore, when allotting a percent discount to 12 CCF in the various billing tiers, households receive a positive conservation signal to the households that are able to consume less water, while reducing their water bill simultaneously.

**Table 6. Illustration of Benefit for Fixed Volume Provided to Households with Different Water Consumption Levels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Consumption Level</th>
<th>Household A</th>
<th>Household B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Monthly Water Bill Amount</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Benefit Received</td>
<td>$12</td>
<td>$12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remainder of Bill to be paid by Household</td>
<td>$48</td>
<td>$28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another reason that 12 CCF was chosen as the primary option for analysis is due to access to robust real data at that consumption level. As described in Appendix B, the independent analysis for this report was undertaken using self-reported, system-level expenditure at three consumption levels: 6, 12, and 24 CCF. Both 6 CCF and 24 CCF were also considered but not evaluated. In light of the state’s water conservation priorities and public health goals, 24 CCF was considered too high of a level to subsidize. Conversely, 6 CCF was generally considered too low of a level of supply to support households, considering that many low-income households are larger than the state average. Some organizations have provided a recommendation that the Board use a lower consumption level, such as 9 CCF, which more closely tracks basic indoor use. The Board notes that besides the above stated reasons for using 12 CCF, the fundamental question relates to a value judgment about the types of uses and activities that should be subsidized. In the electric sector, the CARE program provides discounts for use up to 400% of the “baseline,” demonstrating a willingness to subsidize consumption over basic levels.

rate set by the system for a consumption level is potentially open to manipulation by systems via rate setting. Systems could respond to a W-LIRA program by shifting the rate burden to consumption levels below 12 CCF, and thus elevate the benefit for eligible households. This type of strategic rate setting would harm a system’s non-eligible households who consume less than 12 CCF of water and dampen the conservation signal to all households, and thus the net incentive to a given system to alter rates is unclear. In stakeholder meetings, water system representatives have also stated that they would not or could not practically engage in this type of strategic rate setting. If the W-LIRA program is established, the Board will monitor this potential for rate setting response to the program going forward.

45 Using 2016 American Community Survey data, the average household under 225% of the FPL in California has 10% more members than the average household above 225% of the FPL. 46 See for example, the Association of California Water Agencies comment letters. 47 See Public Utilities Code Section 739.1 h(i)(1).
Enrollment and Administrative Cost Assumptions

To calculate the annual program cost for any W-LIRA scenario, the plan assumes an 84% enrollment of program-eligible households. This is the enrollment rate achieved by the CARE program, and is the highest enrollment rate observed among state or federal benefit programs. The plan also assumes an additional 10% administrative (or overhead) cost above the dollar value of benefits directly distributed to households for a statewide W-LIRA program. Accessing comparable data or calculating exact administrative cost burden, even for large state and federal benefit programs, is not straightforward. While some existing Board programs have lower overhead rates than 10%, most state or federal benefit programs have higher rates. Moreover, there are substantive start-up costs, including data management, marketing and outreach, billing system adjustments, and fund management that will require higher initial administrative costs and that will vary depending on the selected program option.

Around 34% of the state’s households would be income-eligible for this program. Of this 34%, only a small proportion of households will be eligible for the higher tier benefits, 2% and <1% for Tiers 2 and 3 respectively. Building on these high-end estimates for eligibility and enrollment, the Board calculates the initial total annual cost of such a program, and thus the revenue target for program operation, to be $606.4 million annually. 48

Table 7. Primary Scenario Breakdown of Eligibility and Cost by Tier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier Criterion (Cumulative) 200% FPL</th>
<th>Tier 1 Paying up to $90</th>
<th>Tier 2 Paying at $90-$120</th>
<th>Tier 3 Paying Above $120</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Number of Eligible Households*</td>
<td>4,045,564</td>
<td>198,040</td>
<td>106,041</td>
<td>4,349,645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit Level per Household</td>
<td>20% of Water Bill</td>
<td>35% of Water Bill</td>
<td>50% of Water Bill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Total Benefits to be Distributed</td>
<td>$493.9</td>
<td>$82.6</td>
<td>$79.8</td>
<td>$656.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting for an Expected Enrollment of 84%**</td>
<td>$414.9</td>
<td>$69.4</td>
<td>$67.0</td>
<td>$551.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Program Operating Costs (in millions)***</td>
<td>$456.40</td>
<td>$76.3</td>
<td>$73.7</td>
<td>$606.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Accounting for all households in the state (including those not captured by the Board’s 2015 rate data (2%) and those not served by CWS (6%)).

**This enrollment value reflects of CARE’s enrollment estimation of 84%.

*** Assuming 10% administrative costs to operate this program.

---

48 This figure is generated based on a $656.3 million annual program cost at 100% enrollment. At a more feasible 84% enrollment target with 10% administrative overhead, the total cost is $606.4 million.
Chapter 3: Revenue Collection Options

This chapter focuses on how a W-LIRA could be independently and sustainably financed through new revenue collection options. A range of options to finance the program were considered, including taxes on high personal income earners or businesses via the state income tax system, bottled water taxes, surcharges on non-eligible households’ water bills, and other revenue sources (see Appendix G). The broad advantages and disadvantages of each potential revenue source are also discussed in Appendix G. The Board recommends that revenue sources be progressive (see Text Box 2) to avoid imposing additional financial burdens on low-income households. Examples of progressive state taxes include Proposition 63 (2004), the Mental Health Services (MHS) Act and Proposition 39 (2012) also known as the California Clean Energy and Jobs Act. The MHS Act imposed a 1% special tax on personal taxable income in excess of $1 million to fund MHS. Prop 39 closed tax loopholes for out-of-state corporations.

Text Box 2: Defining Progressive Revenue Sources

Generally, progressive revenue sources include taxes on income, capital gains, and property. Other taxes, such as sales and excise (production) taxes on certain goods impact economically disadvantaged populations to the extent that they consume those goods and depending on whether the goods or services being taxed are easily substitutable. For example, taxes on food are regressive because everyone needs to eat and there are no substitutes for food. Taxes on luxury goods, on the other hand, generally do not impact low-income households because they are less likely to purchase those goods.

While a personal income tax similar to Prop 63 and Prop 39 would generate significant revenues, additional funding would be needed to support a W-LIRA program as outlined in this document. Table 8 (below) describes a combination of revenue sources to fund a W-LIRA program as detailed in Chapter 2 scenario. A quarter percent tax increase on personal income above $1 million, combined with sales tax revenues from bottled water sales is estimated to generate $ 619.6 million.

Table 8: Potential Revenue Sources Scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Revenue Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal income tax</td>
<td>$466 million*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottled water sales tax</td>
<td>$153.6 million*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$619.6 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Estimate for income tax is based on 2017 tax receipts. Estimate for bottled water sales tax is based on California Department of Tax and Finance Administration estimate for fiscal year 2022-2023, which would be the first full year of tax collection for an initiative passed on the 2020 ballot.

49 California Department of Education Website. California Clean Energy Jobs Act (Proposition 39). Available at: [https://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/fa/ce/](https://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/fa/ce/).
50 2004 Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 63; CAL. REV. & TAX CODE §§17043(a), 19602.5.
52 This figure is generated based on a $656.3 million annual program cost at 100% enrollment. At a more attainable 84% enrollment target with 10% administrative overhead, the total cost is $606.4 million.
The Board notes that the feasibility of passing any new tax or fee for this purpose, as required by Proposition 26, would require a supermajority vote in the state Legislature to come into effect. Additionally, the bottled water sales tax would require a ballot referendum.

The Board invites input on feasible and sustainable revenue sources for a W-LIRA program.

---

53 Proposition 26 was passed in 2010 requiring a supermajority vote of the Legislature to pass fees, levies, charges and taxes.
Chapter 4: Options for Benefit Distribution and Administrative Features of a Statewide Low-Income Ratepayer Assistance Program

Administrative considerations

The administrative mechanics of a W-LIRA would be vastly different depending on the method of the benefit delivery model (energy utility bill credit vs. tax credit vs. Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT)). For a benefit delivered via the electric or gas bill, the CPUC and the Board would have administrative and oversight responsibilities, while the electric utilities (both publicly-owned and investor-owned) would be responsible for implementation to low-income customers. For a tax credit, the California Franchise Tax Board (FTB) would be responsible for implementation. In an EBT scenario, counties would have the bulk of the implementation and management responsibilities while the California Department of Social Services would likely have oversight responsibilities. Regardless of program design, revenue collection would be handled by the FTB and Department of Tax and Fee Administration (formally known as the Board of Equalization) depending on the revenue sources used for the program.

The administrative and management needs under any program design include tracking and delivering benefits, marketing, education, outreach, fund management, and designing and evaluating metrics for program effectiveness. The administrative costs would differ, however, between the program designs. For a tax credit, tax forms (and tax preparation software) would have to be modified. Under a community water system benefit distribution program, the system would be responsible for delivering benefits via bills, which would entail modifications to billing systems (and would have the previously-discussed other drawbacks). For an electric or gas program, the utilities would also require new accounting procedures to track W-LIRA funds apart from ratepayer contributions. For a benefit delivered via the California Department of Social Services’ CalFresh program, counties would need new procedures to ensure each CalFresh recipient’s EBT card was loaded with the appropriate dollar value. In independent EBT programs, a new set of administrative procedures, personnel, and information technology resources would be necessary.

The section below describes the challenges associated with each of the program scenarios. This is not meant to be an exhaustive list (see Appendix F for more detail), but rather provides additional factors that merit consideration in selecting a preferred program design.

The Board welcomes input on program design and administrative elements that should be included in the final report.

Benefit distribution via electric or gas bills

There are 65 electric and gas utilities in the state and each would need to modify its billing system to add the monthly W-LIRA credit. In addition, each utility would need to bill the state for its expenditures for delivering the W-LIRA credit along with applicable administrative costs. Those costs might include training for customer service personnel about the W-LIRA program, modifications to marketing, and education, and outreach programs. The utilities would have to work closely with the State Water Board to provide the appropriate benefit to each customer based upon water system rates and to modify benefit levels when recipients move from one water system to another within their service area. The CPUC, the State Water Board, the Legislature, and potentially the Commission on State Mandates would each have a role in determining which administrative costs and costs to maintain data privacy would be recoverable from the W-LIRA fund. In addition, some publicly-owned electric utilities would need to modify their LIRA enrollment criteria and take significant steps to increase overall enrollment levels.
Benefit distribution via CalFresh

Each of the 58 counties would need to modify its CalFresh program to incorporate the new W-LIRA benefit. They would have to work closely with the State Water Board to load the appropriate monthly benefit onto recipient EBT cards based upon water system rates and modify benefit levels when recipients move from one water system to another within the county. As with electric utilities, the counties would also face administrative costs associated with marketing, education and outreach, and billing the state for the costs of running the program. (Even if revenues were sent directly to the counties, they would still have to develop accounting mechanisms to ensure that revenues were aligned with expenditures). Furthermore, enrollment in CalFresh is limited to citizens, and any additional federal changes to the program such as additional eligibility verification requirements could impact enrollment levels and reduce the number of households that would benefit from the W-LIRA. (See Appendix I).

Benefit distribution via a new EBT program

As described above, creating a new program to deliver monthly benefits via EBT cards would involve start-up and ongoing administrative costs, including costs to ensure data privacy, for the counties. The counties would have to work closely with the State Water Board to provide the appropriate benefit onto recipient EBT cards based upon water system rates and modify benefit levels when recipients move from one water system to another within the county. Also, while a new stand-alone program could be clearly marketed as a water benefit and be extended to all low-income households regardless of citizenship status. Data management, including confidentiality and privacy protections, would need to be addressed. (See Appendix J).

Benefit distribution via tax credits

The FTB could apply the credits on individual tax filings annually based upon whether a filer met program eligibility criteria. The FTB would have to work closely with the State Water Board to provide the appropriate benefit to each taxpayer based upon water system rates and modify benefit levels when recipients move from one water system to another within the State. The Legislature or FTB would also have to determine how to calculate a benefit for a household that moved one or more times during the year.

Benefit distribution via water bills

As with the energy utilities, each of the nearly 3,000 CWS would need to modify its billing system to add the monthly W-LIRA credit and each 3,000 CWS would need to bill the state for its expenditures for delivering the W-LIRA credit along with applicable administrative costs (not to exceed 10%). Those costs might include training for customer service personnel about the W-LIRA program, and modifications to marketing, education, and outreach programs. In addition, low-income households would have to demonstrate their eligibility to their CWS, making the CWS responsible for verifying the income eligibility and distributing the benefits authorized by the Board.

Reasons to consider providing water benefits through other programs

Many low-income households pay for water indirectly through rent because they do not have individual water meters. Estimates vary as there is no perfect source for this information, but at least 29% to as
much as 46% of households in the state do not pay a water bill directly or are master-metered. Table 9 below shows how water meters are much less prevalent than electric and gas meters.

Table 9. Californian Households Reporting That They Do Not Pay a Direct Bill for Utility Service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bill/service type</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2015 American Housing Survey data on California sub-sample

As illustrated in Figure 8, there are households with incomes under 200% federal poverty level (FPL) and living in multi-family housing, an estimated 72% (or 1.4 million households) do not directly receive a water bill and thus cannot access benefits from water affordability assistance programs. In the water sector, master-metering has effectively meant that no affordability benefit has been delivered to eligible households.

Figure 8: Low-Income Households That Do Not Receive a Water Bill

---

54 Varying estimates derived from 2015 Census, American Community Survey data for California, the Water Research Foundation’s national 2017 report Customer Assistance Programs for Multi-Family Residential and Other Hard-to-Reach Customers and from the 2015 American Housing Survey to refine our assumptions of the number of master-metered accounts and the number of households each account serves.

55 This estimate was made using data on the percentage of low-income (below 200% of FPL) tenants in different housing types who were master-metered and sub-metered from the 2015 American Housing Survey, which was then mapped onto the number of low-income households across the state derived from the the 2010-2014 American Community Survey.

56 While some drinking water systems maintain in their official documents that they allow income eligible master-metered households to apply for drinking water affordability programs in conjunction with their landlords, we have yet to identify a system which actually delivered a benefit to a non-metered customer.
Master-metering is particularly problematic for water affordability programs because eligible low-income households are much more likely to live in multi-unit dwellings. Each of the options discussed above and in Appendix M would allow low-income households to receive a benefit regardless of whether they pay a water bill directly or indirectly.

**Conclusion**

Drinking water costs have been rising much more quickly than inflation and the multitude of upward cost drivers are likely to intensify, leading to even greater water rate increases across the state. These rate increases will reduce affordability for low-income households already struggling with rising expenses for housing, food, other utilities, and other basic needs. This report offers a set of options for rate assistance programs with statewide coverage and meaningful benefit levels. These options have a significant cost, but these are costs that California can afford given our existing financial assistance to low-income households for other basic needs. The Board urges stakeholders to provide constructive feedback on this report so that the Legislature can act on water affordability.